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Developing interactive interfaces using force-torque sensing
Abstract
This issue's works in progress department features a novel technology that embeds a
six-degrees-of-freedom force-torque sensor into a physical artifact to transform existing 3D passive
artifacts into contact-sensitive interface devices. The department also presents an approach for rewriting
binary to better correlate application usage with contextual information.
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At the Sensory-Motor Systems Lab, 
we’ve developed a novel technology 
that embeds a six-degrees-of-freedom 
force-torque sensor into a physical 
artifact to transform an existing 3D 
passive artifact into a contact-sensitive 
interface.
With additional force-torque data 
processing and geometrical computa-
tion, we can transform the modified 
artifact into an active, computationally 
mediated interface. Using this inter-
face, we can sense the pressure from a 
user’s finger as he or she interacts with 
the 3D object and can then present 
related digital media content, such as 
sounds, images, videos, and graphics. 
Our interface device can sense physical 
contact without altering the 3D object 
or coating it with any conductive mate-
rial. Our approach works for a variety 
of materials, including metal, wood, 
glass, and plastic.
In our most recent application, we 
repurposed a miniature car model to 
make an input device that lets users 
retrieve information about the car 
and its parts from electronic catalogs 
or online resources (see Figure 1). For 
instance, automobile customers can 
interactively access detailed images and 
information about the car, view avail-
able options, digitally customize the 
car before purchasing it, and see main-
tenance and repair guides by touching 
different parts of the model. In the 
future, this device might also enable 
communication between customers 
and car manufacturers for maintenance 
and marketing purposes.
For more information, contact Rob-









	 	 	 —Anthony Joseph
Figure 1. An interactive interface for 
automobile customers. The interface, 
which lets customers touch the image 
for more information, relies on a six-
degrees-of-freedom force-torque sensor 
embedded in the miniature car model.
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rewriting Binary  
for context-aware  
legacy applications 
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Advances in context-sensing and log-
ging technologies have yet to impact 
the real world in the form of useful 
deployments. A significant problem 
has been that existing applications 
are oblivious to user context. How 
do we make existing mobile applica-
tions context aware? How do we cor-
relate application use with contextual 
information? The answer lies in binary 
rewriting. Assuming that the user’s 
mobile device includes a context log-
ger, a binary rewriter can retrofit the 
application binary with invocations to 
the logger.
At Intel, we are developing a binary 
rewriter that uses static program analy-
sis to identify program points receiving 
user input. (A program point is a point 
in the program’s control flow graph.) 
The rewriter then inserts an invoca-
tion to the context logger after every 
such program point. The effect of this 
transformation is that every time the 
user interacts with the application, it 
logs his or her context information. 
This log is a map that shows context 
information for each program point. 
For a given program point, if the con-
text information (such as the location 
or time) repeats frequently, then we 
can derive a context pattern for that 
program point using simple pattern-
matching techniques. For example, we 
might discover that Bob often clicks 
the in-box button on his mobile Inter-
net browser when he’s at the train sta-
tion, or between 6:00 and 6:30 p.m. on 
weekdays.
After we discover the context pat-
terns, the binary rewriter adds con-
text-based triggers to the application 
binary to exploit these patterns. So, 
for Bob, we’d instrument his email 
application with a trigger that invokes 
the event associated with the in-box 
button at 6 p.m. on weekdays and 
when he’s close to the train station.
For more information, contact 
Nishkam Ravi at nishkam.ravi@intel.
com.
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